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**Abstract**

Age is the length of time that a person has lived or a thing has existed. Temperament refers to our inborn personality traits, which are genetic in nature. The different ways infants interact with and react to their environment and experiences are reflective of their temperament, or behavioral style. The present study was conducted in four districts namely; Hisar Fatehabad, Rohtak and Jind of Haryana state with the purpose of availability of maximum numbers of twins in the required age group. A sample of 104 pairs of twins in the age group of 6 – 10 years will be taken for the sample. Temperament was taken as dependent variable and age was taken as independent variable. The Malhotra Temperament Schedule (MTS) developed by Malhotra and Malhotra (1988) was used to assess child’s temperament and self developed schedule was used to assess the age of children. Result revealed that in bagar zone mean score shows that the twins from age group of 8 to 10 years was better on sociability, emotionality, energy, distractibility, rhythmcity and on total temperament compares to the age group of 4 to 8 years old twins.
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**Introduction**

Age is the length of time that a person has lived or a thing has existed. Making informal learning work results presupposes not only using technology effectively, but also taking advantage of the influences exerted by various components of the environment in which indirectly induced knowledge is acquired, without prior planning but which impacts and is incorporated into the mode Of thinking and acting. Peter et al., (2010) compared 525 monozygotic (MZ) and 200 same-sex dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs.

Almost 80% of the twins were female, and their age varied widely around a mean of 32 years. The result indicated that MZ twins...
shown more similar experiences than DZ twins and were also more alike in their temperament.

The study of temperament is a recent and rapidly growing area in psychology as the role of temperament in influencing developmental pathways and outcomes has now been recognised.

Extreme difficult temperament is often viewed as a risk factor for later behaviour problems (Hill, 2012). Temperament is observable early in human ontogeny, hinting at genetic influences (Zentner and Bates, 2008). Temperament defined as person emotional and behavioural modes of response to environmental events (Shaffer and Kipp, 2007).

Children are born with their natural style of interacting with or reacting to people, places and things. This natural behaviour style in everyday situations is known as temperament. Temperament refers to our inborn personality traits, which are genetic in nature. The different ways infants interact with and react to their environment and experiences are reflective of their temperament, or behavioral style.

Temperament is an individual's innate style of responding to the environment in both behavioural and emotional ways (Griggs et al., 2009). All children have a temperament that will influence their emotions and how they adapt to change in their environments (Steinberg, 2014). Temperamental stability is influenced by both biological and environmental factors, as well as cultural factors in some cases.

**Objectives**

Compare the temperament according to their age among twins’ children in bagar zone.

**Materials and Methods**

The present study was conducted in four districts namely; Hisar Fatehabad, Rohtak and Jind of Haryana state with the purpose of availability of maximum numbers of twins in the required age group of 4 -10 years identified under UGC project of the department. From these two zones villages were selected on the basis of availability of twins in the required age groups. A sample of 200 pairs of twins in the age group of 6 – 10 years will be taken. The dimensions of temperament will be assessed individually. A variable is the set of value that forms a classification. A value is anything which can be predicted. There were two types of variables in the study i.e. independent and dependent variable. Temperament was taken as dependent and age was taken as independent variable. The Malhotra Temperament Schedule (MTS) developed by Malhotra and Malhotra (1988) was used to assess child’s temperament self developed scheduled was used to assess the age of children.

**Results and Discussion**

**Age wise mean comparison of twins on temperament dimension in Bagar zone**

In bagar zone mean score shows that the twins from age group of 8 to 10 years was better on sociability (11.89±1.24), emotionality (7.42±0.99), energy (7.93±1.04), distractibility (4.09±0.50), rhythmicity (4.22±0.51) and on total temperament (35.61±2.83) compares to the age group of 4 to 8 years old twins.

It was concluded that In bagar zone mean score shows that the twins from age group of 8 to 10 years was better on sociability, emotionality, energy, distractibility, rhythmicity and on total temperament compares to the age group of 4 to 8 years old
twins. Saudino et al., (2004) tested the validity of parents’ perceptions of their children’s temperament differences (mean age of 7.6 years). Parents reported that their children as having opposite temperaments for activity level and shyness, the examiners rated substantial similarity between sibling temperaments. They suggested that parents have a tendency to exaggerate sibling differences in temperament, which leads to contrast effects between siblings. Also, some dimensions seemed to be less affected by contrast effects than others such as approach, fear, low pleasure, smiling and laughter, and perceptual sensitivity (Fig. 1 and Table 1).

Table 1: Age wise mean comparison of twins on temperament dimension in Bagar zone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension of temperament</th>
<th>(n=62) Mean±SD</th>
<th>(n=42) Mean±SD</th>
<th>Z value</th>
<th>(n=104) Mean±SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sociability</td>
<td>11.01±1.24</td>
<td>11.89±1.24</td>
<td>3.55**</td>
<td>11.45±1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotionality</td>
<td>7.39±0.99</td>
<td>7.42±0.99</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>7.84±1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>7.35±0.85</td>
<td>7.93±1.04</td>
<td>2.99*</td>
<td>7.26±1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractibility</td>
<td>3.75±0.63</td>
<td>4.09±0.50</td>
<td>3.06**</td>
<td>3.90±0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythmicity</td>
<td>3.85±0.55</td>
<td>4.22±0.51</td>
<td>3.51**</td>
<td>3.96±0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Temperament</td>
<td>33.38±2.45</td>
<td>35.61±2.83</td>
<td>4.16**</td>
<td>34.44±3.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Age wise mean comparison of twins on temperament in Bagar zone
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